With *Où publier ?* (Where to publish), researchers can identify and choose the journals best suited to their subject matter and their publication projects. This French language website describes more than 1,000 scientific journals in life sciences, human and social sciences, and engineering sciences applied to agriculture.

**Three search methods**
- beginning of title
- words in titles and in the *Aims and Scope*
- topic

**Criteria to refine search results**
- specific topics
- journal reputation
- open access
- publication languages
- types of articles
- publishers

**Information for each journal**
- link to the journal website
- topics covered
- existence of an editorial committee
- existence of an impact factor from *JCR*
- presentation of the journal
- publication costs
- link to the guide for authors
- types of articles
- publisher copyright and self-archiving policies from the *SHERPA/RoMEO* and *Héloïse* websites

**A selection of websites for publishing support**
- journal ranking sources
- journal directories
- lists of journal title abbreviations
- sources of information on open access
- copyright and self-archiving

---

*Où publier ?* is a French research centre working with developing countries to tackle international agricultural and development issues.